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Contemporary Conflict Resolution 2011-04-11 offering an assessment of the theory and practice of
conflict resolution in post cold war conflicts this book addresses a number of questions it explores the
nature of contemporary conflict and the development of conflict resolution
Contemporary Conflict Resolution 2005-12-08 offering an assessment of the theory and practice of
conflict resolution in post cold war conflicts this book addresses a number of questions it explores the
nature of contemporary conflict and the development of conflict resolution
The Contemporary Conflict Resolution Reader 2015-03-23 armed conflict may appear to be in long term
decline but the intractability and destructiveness of contemporary conflicts make conflict resolution as
urgent and necessary as ever the contemporary conflict resolution reader is the first comprehensive
survey of the field as it has evolved over the last fifty years bringing together the seminal writings
of its founders with the cutting edge interventions of today s leading exponents and practitioners
drawing on their extensive experience and knowledge of conflict and peace research across the world the
editors have selected a rich and illuminating set of readings that offer a unique and accessible
overview of the many different aspects of conflict resolution the chapters range across prevention
nonviolence constructive approaches mediation negotiation reconciliation and peace building each one is
framed by an editorial introduction and the readings are helpfully broken up into the following sections
reflective pieces guides to practice case studies and tools for learning covering classical and
contemporary ideas the reader includes extracts which mark the continued innovation relevance and
dynamism of the field globally whether used on its own or as a companion to the hugely popular
contemporary conflict resolution this reader will be an invaluable resource for students and teachers of
peace and conflict research politics and international relations as well as practitioners working in the
field while acknowledging the scale of the challenges ahead this inspiring collection suggests a hopeful
and practical vision of the way forward for conflict resolution in the 21st century
Contemporary Conflict Resolution: The prevention, management and transformation of deadly conflicts
1999-08-10 this is the first integrated survey of conflict resolution since the cold war offering an
ideal introduction to the subject and an authoritative assessment of its current stage of development
Peacekeeping and Conflict Resolution 2013-07-04 conflict resolution theory has become relevant to the
various challenges faced by the united nations peacekeeping forces as efforts are made to learn from the
traumatic and devastating impact of the many civil wars that have erupted in the 1990s this work
analyzes the theory
When Conflict Resolution Fails 2016-11-02 bringing warring parties to the negotiating table is the aim
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of any peace process but what happens when those negotiations falter and conflict resolution fails is
everything lost or are there prospects for meaningful change in even the most intractable of conflicts
in this insightful book leading scholar practitioner in conflict resolution oliver ramsbotham explores
the phenomenon of radical disagreement as the main impediment to negotiation problem solving and
dialogue between conflict parties taking as his focus the long running and seemingly irresolvable
conflict between israel and palestine he shows how what is needed in these circumstances is not less
radical disagreement but more only by understanding what is blocking the way and by promoting collective
strategic engagement within across and between the groups involved can deadlock be transformed rich in
detail and accessibly written this book introduces a new and as yet relatively unexplored frontier in
conflict studies its wider application to other phases levels and war zones holds out rich promise for
extending conflict engagement in some of the world s deadliest and most difficult hot spots
Transforming Violent Conflict 2010-01-25 this book investigates intractable conflicts and their main
verbal manifestation radical disagreement and explores what can be done when conflict resolution fails
the book identifies agonistic dialogue dialogue between enemies as the key to linguistic intractability
it suggests how agonistic dialogue can best be studied explored understood and managed even in the most
severe political conflicts when negotiation mediation problem solving dialogue for mutual understanding
and discourse ethics are unsuccessful this approach of viewing radical disagreement as the central topic
of analysis and conflict management is a new innovation in this field and also supplements and enhances
existing communicative transformational techniques it also has wider implications for cognate fields
such as applied ethics democratic theory cultural studies and the philosophy of difference this book
will be of great interest to students of conflict resolution peace and conflict studies ethnic conflict
and international relations in general oliver ramsbotham is emeritus professor of conflict resolution at
the university of bradford uk chair of the oxford research group president of the conflict research
society and co author of conflict resolution in contemporary conflict
Culture & Conflict Resolution 1998 after years of relative neglect culture is finally receiving due
recognition as a key factor in the evolution and resolution of conflicts unfortunately however when
theorists and practitioners of conflict resolution speak of culture they often understand and use it in
a bewildering and unhelpful variety of ways with sophistication and lucidity culture and conflict
resolution exposes these shortcomings and proposes an alternative conception in which culture is seen as
dynamic and derivative of individual experience the book explores divergent theories of social conflict
and differing strategies that shape the conduct of diplomacy and examines the role that culture has and
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has not played in conflict resolution the author is as forceful in critiquing those who would dismiss or
diminish culture s relevance as he is trenchant in advocating conflict resolution approaches that make
the most productive use of a coherent concept of culture in a lively style avruch challenges both
scholars and practitioners not only to develop a clearer understanding of what culture is but also to
take that understanding and incorporate it into more effective conflict resolution processes
Adam Curle 2016 adam curle s pioneering work as founding professor of peace studies at bradford
university was far more significant in the peace studies field than is generally understood even though
his ideas were way ahead of his time they have not been adequately taught and understood partly because
of the dominance of realistic approaches to political science and partly because his writings are not
easily available this book captures his core contributions in an accessible edited form so that the
breadth of his work can be introduced to new students one unique feature is his stimulating work on the
inner spiritual and outer dimensions of peacemaking
Context and Pretext in Conflict Resolution 2015-11-17 written by a distinguished scholar this book
explores themes of culture identity and power as they relate to conceptions of practice in conflict
resolution and peacebuilding among the topics covered are ethnic and identity conflicts culture
relativism and human rights post conflict trauma and reconciliation and modeling varieties of conflict
resolution practice context and pretext in conflict resolution is the winner of the 2014 conflict
research society book of the year prize
Contemporary Conflict Resolution, 4e Set 2017-03-06 now available in a discounted bundle buy ramsbotham
woodhouse and miall s bestselling fourth edition of contemporary conflict resolution alongside the new
contemporary conflict resolution reader the main textbook charts the development of the field evaluates
successes and failures and assesses key contemporary challenges comprehensively revised and updated it
identifies a new pattern of transnational conflicts and argues for a response based on cosmopolitan
conflict resolution the reader offers a rich and illuminating set of readings ranging from the seminal
writings of the field s founders to cutting edge interventions by today s leading exponents and
practitioners of conflict resolution each part is framed by an editorial introduction so the reader can
be used as a core teaching text or as the perfect companion volume to contemporary conflict resolution
fourth edition together the two books provide an engaging and thorough introduction to the full scope of
contemporary conflict resolution a comprehensive resource for all students for additional support and
material please visit the accompanying website at polity co uk ccr
Conflict 2003-08-13 this major new textbook analyses the emergent role of conflict analysis and
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resolution cheldelin druckman and fast are all based at the institute for conflict analysis and
resolution and are international experts in the field of conflict covering theory research and practice
the authors provide a comprehensive typology of conflict as well as an in depth analysis of the
structural strategic and cultural factors which influence conflict they explore its management and
resolution paying particular attention to the concepts of negotiation mediation and peace building
Greed & Grievance 2000 this volume identifies the economic and social factors underlying the
perpetuation of civil wars exploring as well the economic incentives and disencentives available to
international actors seeking to restore peace to war torn societies the authors consider the economic
rationality of conflict for beligerents the economic strategies that elites use to sustain their
positions and in what situations elites find war to be more profitable than peace
The Crescent and the Cross 2016-07-27 this book is the product of dialogue between a group of leading
british muslim and christian scholars concerned about the alleged danger to the west of islamic
fundamentalism it analyses the ethical and legal principles rooted in both traditions underlying any use
of armed force in the modern world after chapters on the history theology and laws of war as seen from
both sides the book applies its conclusions to a the 1990 91 gulf war and b the bosnian conflict it
concludes that huntington s clash of civilisations thesis is a dangerous myth
Speaking of Violence 2013-08 in the context of ongoing or historical violence people tell stories about
what happened who did what to whom and why yet frequently the speaking of violence reproduces the social
fractures and delegitimizes again those that struggle against their own marginalization this speaking of
violence deepens conflict and all too often perpetuates cycles of violence alternatively sometimes
people do not speak of the violence and it is erased buried with the bodies that bear it witness this
reduces the capacity of the public to address issues emerging in the aftermath of violence and
repression this book takes the notion of narrative as foundational to conflict analysis and resolution
distinct from conflict theories that rely on accounts of attitudes or perceptions in the heads of
individuals this narrative perspective presumes that meaning structured and organized as narrative
processes is the location for both analysis of conflict as well as intervention but meaning is political
in that not all stories can be told or the way they are told delegitimizes and erases others thus the
critical narrative theory outlined in this book offers a normative approach to narrative assessment and
intervention it provides a way of evaluating narrative and designing better formed stories better in
that they are generative of sustainable relations creating legitimacy for all parties in so doing they
function aesthetically and ethically to support the emergence of new histories and new futures indeed
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critical narrative theory offers a new lens for enabling people to speak of violence in ways that
undermine the intractability of conflict
The Contemporary Conflict Resolution Reader 2015-03-23 armed conflict may appear to be in long term
decline but the intractability and destructiveness of contemporary conflicts make conflict resolution as
urgent and necessary as ever the contemporary conflict resolution reader is the first comprehensive
survey of the field as it has evolved over the last fifty years bringing together the seminal writings
of its founders with the cutting edge interventions of today s leading exponents and practitioners
drawing on their extensive experience and knowledge of conflict and peace research across the world the
editors have selected a rich and illuminating set of readings that offer a unique and accessible
overview of the many different aspects of conflict resolution the chapters range across prevention
nonviolence constructive approaches mediation negotiation reconciliation and peace building each one is
framed by an editorial introduction and the readings are helpfully broken up into the following sections
reflective pieces guides to practice case studies and tools for learning covering classical and
contemporary ideas the reader includes extracts which mark the continued innovation relevance and
dynamism of the field globally whether used on its own or as a companion to the hugely popular
contemporary conflict resolution this reader will be an invaluable resource for students and teachers of
peace and conflict research politics and international relations as well as practitioners working in the
field while acknowledging the scale of the challenges ahead this inspiring collection suggests a hopeful
and practical vision of the way forward for conflict resolution in the 21st century
Humanitarian Intervention in Contemporary Conflict 1996-05-01 this is the first comprehensive account of
humanitarian intervention in contemporary conflict
Transforming Ethnopolitical Conflict 2013-04-17 das englischsprachige berghof handbook ist das
internationale referenzwerk zum thema konflikttransformation the berghof handbook offers both
practitioners and scholars a systematic overview of the state of the art of conflict transformation
Towards a Theory of United Nations Peacekeeping 1994-12-13 at a time when peacekeepers are struggling to
fulfil increasingly demanding mandates and un peacekeeping is in danger of losing the distinct character
that won it the 1988 nobel peace prize this important book argues for a clear theoretical redefinition
within a conflict resolution framework and examines the practical implications for training this is a
valuable and original contribution to the peacekeeping literature dr oliver ramsbotham department of
peace studies university of bradford both for the blue helmets on the ground and for the diplomats at un
headquarters conflict resolution skills are essential for conducting peacekeeping operations betts
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fetherstone s excellent study points the way forward to a synthesis between conflict management and
peacekeeping hugh miall research fellow european programme royal institute of international affairs the
prevailing over taxed ad hoc system of peacekeeping does not meet the growing demands posed by the post
cold war world this volume argues that peacekeeping needs to be placed on firm conceptual footing
directly congruent with its peaceful third party role the implications of this conceptualisation of
peacekeeping for practice are then discussed training is cited as a key means of translating conceptual
understanding into practice without this foundation work un has little chance of changing its existing
and largely ineffective system of conflict management at a time when peacekeepers are struggling to
fulfil increasingly demanding mandates and un peacekeeping is in danger of losing the distinct character
that won it the 1988 nobel peace prize this important book argues for a clear theoretical redefinition
within a conflict resolution framework and examines the practical implications for training this is a
valuable and original contribution to the peacekeeping literature
Leashing the Dogs of War 2007 the definitive volume on the sources of contemporary conflict and the
array of possible responses to it
Do No Harm 1999 echoing the hippocratic oath a developmental economist and president of the
collaborative for development action calls for a creative redesign of international assistance programs
to ensure that they become part of the solution and do not reinforce divisions among warring factions
includes a bibliographic essay annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Critical Issues in Peace and Conflict Studies 2011-05-19 critical issues in peace and conflict studies
theory practice and pedagogy edited by thomas maty k jessica senehi and sean byrne discusses critical
issues in the emerging field of peace and conflict studies and suggests a framework for the future
development of the field and the education of its practitioners and academics contributors to the book
are recognized scholars and practitioners in their respective fields the authors take an holistic
approach to the study analysis and resolution of conflict at the micro meso macro and mega levels
Discourse and Conflict 2021-09-22 this edited book analyses the relationship between discourse and
conflict exploring both how language may be used to promote conflict and also how it is possible to
avoid or mitigate conflict through tactical use of language bringing together contributions from both
established scholars and emerging voices in the fields of discourse analysis and conflict studies it
argues for a discourse approach to making sense of conflict and disagreement in the modern world
conflict is understood here as having a national or global focus and consequences and includes verbal
aggression and hate speech as well as physical confrontation between political and ethnic groups or
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states over values claims to status power and resources themes explored in the volume include the
language of conflict hate speech in online and offline media and discourse and peace building and the
chapters examine various national contexts including lithuania brazil belgium north macedonia sri lanka
the usa and afghanistan the chapters cover conflict related topics within the fields of political
science international relations sociology media studies and applied linguistics and the book will be of
interest to students researchers and experts in these and related fields as well as professionals in
conflict and peace building peace keeping
Encyclopedia of International Peacekeeping Operations 1999-05 encyclopedia of international peacekeeping
operations analyzes the broad national regional cultural and international contexts of peacekeeping
special focus is placed on such contemporary issues as human rights peacebuilding from below conflict
resolution theory civilian peacekeeping gender considerations and women in peacekeeping the coverage is
enhanced by a chronology charts maps a list of acronyms an annotated bibliography and references to key
websites
Ethics and Foreign Intervention 2003-07-17 this book is a collection of original essays by some of the
leading moral and political thinkers of our time on the ethical and legal implications of humanitarian
military intervention as the rules for the new world order are worked out in the aftermath of the cold
war this issue is likely to arise more and more frequently and the moral implications of such
interventions will become a major focus for international law the united nations regional organizations
such as nato and the foreign policies of nations the essays collected here present a variety of
normative perspectives on topics such as the just war theory and its limits secession and international
law and new approaches toward the moral legitimacy of intervention they form a challenging and timely
volume that will interest political philosophers political theorists readers in law and international
relations and anyone interested in moral dimensions of international affairs
The Non-Linearity of Peace Processes 2011-08-30 systemic thinking in peacebuilding this is the first
comprehensive publication analysing the value added by integrating systemic thinking and peacebuilding
theory and practice against the background of different case studies practitioners and scholars frame
their various understandings of systemic thinking and present a great variety of systemic concepts such
as systems theory systemic action research and constellation work furthermore this volume links current
discussions about peacebuilding with various systemic discourses it analyses to what extent systemic
thinking and systemic methods are helpful in further developing existing approaches to conflict
transformation in addition most recent debates in the peacebuilding field e g on liberal peace the
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relevance of conflict analysis for strategy planning bridging the attribution gap the non linearity of
conflict dynamics etc are taken aacount of
Peace and War 1991-04-26 professor holsti examines the origins of war and the foundations of peace of
the last 350 years
The Right to be Nuba 2001 de waal alex the right to be nuba s 1 5 saeed ahmed abdel rahman the nuba s 6
20 rodger george the nuba of south kordofan s 21 23 mekki yousif kuwa things were no longer the same the
story of yousif kuwa meki in his own words s 25 35 rahhal suleiman musa focus on crisis in the nuba
mountains s 36 55 woodward peter the state of sudan today s 56 58 voices from the nuba mountains s 59 84
stewart smith david the survival of the nuba s 85 88 kuku neroun phillip a the nub relief rehabilitation
and development organisation nrrdo s 89 98 mackie ian nuba agriculture poverty or plenty s 99 102 flint
julie democracy in a war zone the nuba parliament s 103 112 diraige ahmed ibrahim unity in diversity is
it possible in sudan s 113 114 rahhal suleiman musa what peace for the nuba s 115 120
Just War Or Just Peace? 2002 this book asks whether states have the right to intervene in foreign civil
conflicts for humanitarian reasons the un charter prohibits state aggression but many argue that such a
right exists as an exception to this rule offering a thorough analysis of this issue the book puts nato
s action in kosovo in its proper legal perspective
Cyprus and the Roadmap for Peace 2018-10-26 the un led cyprus peace process is in desperate need of
radical transformation this book makes a notable contribution towards changing the current discourse by
empowering the main parties to better value their relationship by altering goals and perceptions the
authors explore alternative visions for the future of cyprus suggesting both realistically feasible and
politically challenging ideas using an exciting innovative and multifocal approach the authors discuss
the practical application of specific solutions and explore the radical disagreements of the conflict at
both social and political levels reflecting on the idea of a post settlement state of affairs and the
prospect of such a reality chapters illustrate the problems challenges and political dynamics of cyprus
the book explores the conceptual approaches to dialogue reviews greek turkish and cypriot policies
probes the challenging roles of the un and eu canvasses greek cypriot and turkish cypriot perspectives
on the conflict and finally offers dialogical reflections and debates on past and future problems
allowing open and expressive dialogue this book will interest those in academic and practitioner roles
focused on international politics conflict resolution and peace studies it allows for further
understanding of the complex perspectives presented in cyprus that have great relevance in other
international settings
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The Ambivalence of the Sacred 2000 this text explains what religious terrorists and religious
peacemakers share in common and what causes them to take different paths in fighting injustice
Discourse, Media, and Conflict 2022-04-28 bringing together contributions from a team of international
scholars this pioneering book applies theories and approaches from linguistics such as discourse
analysis and pragmatics to analyse the media and online political discourses of both conflict and peace
processes by analysing case studies as globally diverse as germany the usa nigeria iraq korea and libya
and across a range of genres such as tv news channels online reporting and traditional newspapers the
chapters collectively show how news discourse can be powerful in mobilizing public support for war or
violence or for conflict resolution through the linguistic representation of certain groups it explores
the consequences of this framing effect and shows how peace journalism can be achieved through a non
violent approach to reporting conflict it will therefore serve as an essential resource for students
scholars and experts in media and communication studies conflict and peace studies international
relations linguistics and political science
International Law and International Relations 2006-10-19 this unique volume examines the opportunities
for and initiates work in interdisciplinary research between the fields of international law and
international relations disciplines that have engaged little with one another since the second world war
written by leading experts in the fields of international law and international relations it argues that
such interdisciplinary research is central to the creation of a knowledge base among ir scholars and
lawyers for the effective analysis and governance of macro and micro phenomena international law is at
the heart of international relations but due to challenges of codification and enforceability its
apparent impact has been predominantly limited to commercial and civil arrangements international
lawyers have been saying for years that law matters in international affairs and now current events are
proving them right international law and international relations makes a powerful contribution to the
theory and practice of global security by initiating a research agenda building an empirical base and
offering a multidisciplinary approach that provides concrete answers to real world problems of
governance this book will be of great interest to all students of international law international
relations and governance
Comparative Peace Processes 2014-06-05 choice outstanding academic title for 2015 the term peace process
is now widely used to describe attempts to manage and resolve conflict as the nature of conflict has
changed so the range of available tools for producing peace has grown alongside a plethora of political
actions there is now a greater international awareness of how peace can be brokered and policed as a
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result peace processes now extend well beyond the actuality of ceasefires and an absence of war to cover
legacy issues of victims truth and reconciliation this book expertly examines the practical application
of solutions to conflict the first part analyses various political means of conflict management
including consociational power sharing partition federalism and devolution the second explores the
extent to which these political formulas have been applied or ignored in a wide range of conflicts
including bosnia herzegovina northern ireland israel palestine lebanon the basque region and sri lanka
comparative peace processes combines optimism with a realist approach to conflict management
acknowledging that the propensity of dominant states to engage in political experimentation is
conditioned by the state of conflict it will be a valuable resource for anyone interested in general
theories of political possibilities in peace processes and the practical deployment of political ideas
in conflict zones
Peace and Conflict Studies 2008-07-10 thoroughly revised the second edition of peace and conflict
studies sets the new gold standard as an accessible introduction and comprehensive exploration of this
vital subject the authors share their vast knowledge and analysis about 21st century world events
including new coverage on timely topics such as terrorism the truth and reconciliation process and the
clash of civilizations with an encyclopedic scope this introductory text chronicles a plethora of
important global topics from pre history to the present key features of the second edition includes
updated chapters and examines current conflicts including the iraq war explores the important aspects of
positive peace individual violence nationalism and terrorism provides numerous visual aids questions for
further study and suggested readings furnishes a comprehensive range of material to enlighten and enrich
future discussion and encourage further academic pursuit intended audience this text is invaluable for
students and professors in peace and or conflict studies psychology and or the sociology of peace and
conflict studies international relations comparative politics history and others interested in gaining a
solid foundation about the global arena praise for the first edition barash and webel have penned a
masterpiece that should appeal to seasoned scholars of peace and conflict studies as well as to others
who have little knowledge of this multidisciplinary field daniel j christie ohio state university
External Communication in Social Media During Asymmetric Conflicts 2021-07-31 social media increasingly
shapes the way in which we perceive conflicts and conflict parties abroad conflict parties therefore
have started using social media strategically to influence public opinion abroad this book explores the
phenomenon by examining 1 which strategies of external communication conflict parties use during
asymmetric conflicts and 2 what shapes the selection of these communication strategies in a
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comprehensive case study of the conflict in israel and palestine bernd hirschberger shows that the
selection of strategies of external communication is shaped by the asymmetric conflict structure
Security Studies 2011-02-18 this reader brings together key contributions from many of the leading
scholars in the field offering students an informed overview of the most significant work in security
studies the editors chart the development of the key theoretical and empirical debates in security
studies in the cold war and post cold war periods introducing the ideas of the most influential past
masters and contemporary thinkers on security in the uk us and elsewhere the book is divided into five
areas what is security security paradigms security dimensions and issues security frameworks and actors
the future of security in order to guide students through the issues the book has a substantial critical
introduction exploring the development of security studies as well as introductory essays that provide
an overview of each section highlighting clearly how the readings fit together suggestions for further
reading and key questions for discussion are also included security studies is an invaluable resource
for all students of security studies and international relations
Transforming Violent Conflict 2010-01-25 this book investigates intractable conflicts and their main
verbal manifestation radical disagreement and explores what can be done when conflict resolution fails
the book identifies agonistic dialogue dialogue between enemies as the key to linguistic intractability
it suggests how agonistic dialogue can best be studied explored understood and managed even in the most
severe political conflicts when negotiation mediation problem solving dialogue for mutual understanding
and discourse ethics are unsuccessful this approach of viewing radical disagreement as the central topic
of analysis and conflict management is a new innovation in this field and also supplements and enhances
existing communicative transformational techniques it also has wider implications for cognate fields
such as applied ethics democratic theory cultural studies and the philosophy of difference this book
will be of great interest to students of conflict resolution peace and conflict studies ethnic conflict
and international relations in general oliver ramsbotham is emeritus professor of conflict resolution at
the university of bradford uk chair of the oxford research group president of the conflict research
society and co author of conflict resolution in contemporary conflict
The Routledge Handbook of Language in Conflict 2019-05-10 the routledge handbook of language in conflict
presents a range of linguistic approaches as a means for examining the nature of communication related
to conflict divided into four sections the handbook critically examines text interaction languages and
applications of linguistics in situations of conflict spanning 30 chapters by a variety of international
scholars this handbook includes real life case studies of conflict and covers conflicts from a wide
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range of geographical locations at every scale of involvement from the personal to the international of
every timespan from the fleeting to the decades long and of varying levels of intensity from the barely
articulated to the overtly hostile sets out the textual and interactional ways in which conflict is
engendered and in which people and groups of people can be set against each other considers what
linguistic research has brought and can bring to the universal aim of minimising the negative effects of
outbreaks of conflict wherever and whenever they occur the routledge handbook of language in conflict is
an essential reference book for students and researchers of language and communication linguistics peace
studies international relations and conflict studies
Peace in International Relations 2003-03-19 this book examines the way in which peace is conceptualized
in ir theory a topic which has until now been largely overlooked the volume explores the way peace has
been implicitly conceptualized within the different strands of ir theory and in the policy world as
exemplified through practices in the peacebuilding efforts since the end of the cold war issues
addressed include the problem of how peace efforts become sustainable rather than merely inscribed in
international and state level diplomatic and military frameworks the book also explores themes relating
to culture development agency and structure it explores in particular the current mantras associated
with the liberal peace which appears to have become a foundational assumption of much of mainstream ir
and the policy world analyzing war has often led to the dominance of violence as a basic assumption in
and response to the problems of international relations this book aims to redress the balance by arguing
that ir now in fact offers a rich basis for the study of peace
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